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Good Riddance, 2017!
Just when you thought things couldn’t possibly get worse, along 
came the flaming shitheap of 2017: a billion-dollar sequel to 2016 
– containing more horror, more dismay and more sex offenders than 
ever before. The laughs may have been few and far between, but we’ve 
collected some of our favourite stories of the year for you here...

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Jan/Feb/Mar ..................... 3-11
Q1 featured tales of Presidential piss parties, mystery births, 
bad wine, worse airline etiquette, mucky gussets of the stars 
and the petulant chat-up lines of Michael Flatley.

Apr/May/Jun ..................... 13-26
Theresa May called a snap election and fell flat on her face, but 
we were more interested in Alex Salmond’s cinnamon sex drive, 
Meg Mathew’s vaginal rejuvination and Grindr hookups in the 
European Parliament.

Jul/Aug/Sep ..................... 27-40
This year’s Silly Season brought us the trial of Martin Shkreli, 
dead Diana’s 20th, Joss Whedon’s secret shag tree and much more.

Oct/Nov/Dec ..................... 41-53
Hell broke loose in Hollywood and beyond, as the whole world 
went all Popbitch and started talking candidly about the many 
sex pests in our midst. Naturally, we had plenty to say about it.





 3/53 Flirting With Flatley

January
A shocking start to the year as the host of NBC’s The Apprentice 
became President of the United States and Leader of the Free World; 
BuzzFeed scandalised the media landscape by publishing the pee tape 
dossier; and Peter Andre had to close his East Grinstead coffee shop...

>> Golden Boy <<
Rainman to the rescue!

Nigel Farage was sniffing around Downing 
Street in January, trying to turn his 
friendship with Donald Trump into some 
sort of formal ambassadorship to the US.  
Westminster insiders were quick to block 
him though; not least because they already 
had someone who’d be able to bond with 
the President: Theresa May’s (now former) 
chief of staff, Nick Timothy.

Why?

His secret nickname at Tory HQ is Rainman. 
And it’s not because he’s good at maths.

_________________________________
 
“I’ll go broke before I drink bad wine” - 
Madonna
_________________________________

>> Piers Review <<
Shepharding star guests

Piers Morgan filled his nappy to the brim 
when Ewan McGregor declined to appear 
on Good Morning Britain at the start of 
the year. Alas, poor Morgan didn’t know 
that long-suffering talent bookers for 
GMB have been dealing with exactly this 
problem with celebrity guests for ages.

He is so unpopular with celebrities that the 
bookers have literally been having to ask 
agents directly if they mind their clients  
appearing on air with Piers – and will try, 
wherever possible, to move good guests 
over to a morning when Ben Shephard is 
hosting instead.

_________________________________

The BBC keeps one VHS player for David 
Attenborough, as he finds it easier for 
going through animal footage. They 
convert the digital film to analogue for it.
_________________________________

>> The Mating Dance <<
Flatley’s failed overture

Trump’s dogshit inauguration brought 
Michael Flatley back into our orbit, which 
reminded us of an old story of Flatley’s 
flirting technique. After spotting a lovely 
lady in a bar one night, Flatley sent one 
of his henchmen over to ask if she would 
like a drink. She politely declined.

The henchmen returned minutes later 
to try to re-persuade her but, again, she 
declined.

After a few minutes, the exasperated 
henchmen returned to her and said in tones 
of outrage “But he’s the Lord of the Dance!” 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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February

>> Golden Handshake <<
Neil Wallis: shitty Midas

A fake passage from Donald Trump’s Art 
of The Deal did the rounds in February, 
which claimed that Trump reckons it’s a 
good power-play to not wash your hands 
after using the toilet.

It’s not true of Trump, alas, but former 
colleagues of ex-tabloid editor Neil 
Wallis tell us that it’s a trick he used to 
practise.

Staffers lived in fear of him stopping 
by their desk on his way back from the 
executive bogs as he would help himself 
to people’s packets of sweets or crisps, 
knowing full well that they’d end up 
offering him the whole lot just to get his 
shitty, pissy paws off their things.
_________________________________

“If I was American I would of got [a 
knighthood] 10 years ago” - David 
Beckham
_________________________________

>> Bad Times <<
Michael’s mid-life crisis

When would you say that Michael Gove 
was at his most embarrassing? When he 
tried his hand at comedy on Channel 
4? When he performed an a cappella 

version of Wham Rap for a class full 
of kids? Maybe the time he was caught 
by his wife trying to hoover up a turd he’d 
blocked their toilet with? 

Or perhaps it was the time he tried 
to use this excruciating sentence in a 
serious article on education in the Times: 
“It’s difficult to acknowledge when this 
cherished idea has all gone Pete Tong”.

_________________________________

My friend can only sleep on stacks of 
magazines.

He’s got back issues.
_________________________________

>> A Star Is Born <<
Modern journalism pt.736

When Pet Shop Boys released their most 
recent album, Super, it got a tiny 27-word 
write up in the NME – and a mediocre 
3-star review.

Then, in February, when it was announced 
they’d be turning up at the NME Awards 
to get a Godlike Genius Award, NME’s 
website encouraged us to “revisit our 
review of their latest album, Super”.

Which suddenly had 348 words. And 4 
stars.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Leaked emails showed David Beckham calling our greatest national 
treasures “cunts”; alt-right ‘provocateur’ Milo Yiannopoulos got 
outed as a paedo sympathiser; and disaster hit the Oscars as the 
award for Best Picture was accidentally given to the wrong movie...
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http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4jqen4
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4jqen4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEVVwzo5E7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEVVwzo5E7s
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A Golden Opportunity
Move over, olive oil paddling pool threesomes! 2017 is the year of 
the Presidential Piss Party. How do you set one up? Don’t worry. 
We’ve run the numbers for you so that you can enjoy your very own 
urination inauguration...

BuzzFeed’s decision to publish an 
explosive dossier of unsubstantiated, 
unverified allegations made about 
Donald Trump and his potentially 
treasonous ties to Russia brought up 
a number of questions. Most of them 
ethical; a couple of them practical.

For instance: is it ever right to knowingly 
release unconfirmed and uncorroborated 
information into the public sphere while 
investigations are ongoing?

In leaking such a specious and salacious 
story, could BuzzFeed have been duped 
into aiding foreign or domestic efforts to 
destabilise and delegitimise an incoming 
Head of State?

And exactly how much does it cost to 
actually host a Presidential Piss Party?

We wouldn’t be doing our jobs if we didn’t 
attempt to answer at least one of those 
pressing questions. 

And if there’s one thing we know for sure 
about Donald Trump, it’s that he always 
wants the best that money can buy. So if 
he did indeed splash out on a full-luxury 
piss party in a Moscow hotel room, how 
steep a bill would he be looking at?

The Suite 
One of the perks of being in the international 
hotel business is that, wherever you go, 
you’re able to stay in a place of your own. 
Naturally, this will hugely reduce your 
overheads when you want to indulge in a 
wet ’n’ wild night of excess.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////
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https://www.buzzfeed.com/kenbensinger/these-reports-allege-trump-has-deep-ties-to-russia
https://www.buzzfeed.com/kenbensinger/these-reports-allege-trump-has-deep-ties-to-russia
https://www.buzzfeed.com/kenbensinger/these-reports-allege-trump-has-deep-ties-to-russia
https://www.buzzfeed.com/kenbensinger/these-reports-allege-trump-has-deep-ties-to-russia


However, Moscow is not one of the cities 
that Trump has chosen to foul up with one 
of his golden monstrosities, so he had to 
stay at a competitor’s property when paying 
a visit. Thanks to the dossier BuzzFeed 
published, we know exactly where he 
went: the Ritz-Carlton, Moscow.

We also know which room he was alleged 
to have done the deed in because he 
was supposedly wreaking revenge on the 
mattress that the Obamas had slept on on 
a previous trip.

The Ritz-Carlton Suite in Moscow is one 
of the more expensive hotel rooms in 
the world. As such, it’s a little hard for 
plebs like us to attempt to make a proper 
booking there, so we can’t tell you exactly 
what availability they have right now – but 
the room rate is reportedly as much as 
$18,000 a night.

Cost: $18,000

The Mattress 
Let’s not be coy about this. The mattress is 
going to get absolutely ruined here.

People who engage in watersports for 
sexual pleasure take practical precautions 
when they do so. They lay down towels. 
They fit rubber sheets. But if you’re 
getting into piss play purely as a maniacal 
dirty protest – your specific intent being 
to degrade and defile the mattress upon 
which your enemy slept – then having to 
throw down a tarpaulin is going to put a 
bit of a dampener on proceedings.

You need to be prepared to completely 
write this mattress off, so you’re going to 
have to replace it when the fun is over.

You can buy a replacement from the Ritz-
Carlton’s own shop, but their California 
King will set you back a whopping $2,995. 
Instead, you may wish get one from one 
of these new mattress companies that 
are advertising on every single podcast at 
the minute. They’ll deliver it direct to your 
door, and it’s a darn sight cheaper.

Cost: $1,150

The Participants 

This is where a number of variables enter 
the picture.

First of all, if you have enough willing 
friends or volunteers, then you can 
probably harvest all the piss you need for 
a Presidential Piss Party without (for want 
of a better phrase) spending a penny. 
However, Trump is alleged in the dossier 
to have used prostitutes for this purpose, 
which would indicate that money has 
changed hands.

We can assume, given his unflinching 
devotion to acquiring the finest things in 
life, that he will be hiring the best high-
class escorts his American dollars can buy. 
Piss play with a primo Russian hooker can 
easily set you back hundreds of dollars an 
hour – but how many do you need? And 
for how long?

Well, it depends how heavily you want to 

////////////////////////

////////////////////////

http://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/expensive-hotel-suites-cnngo/index.html
http://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/expensive-hotel-suites-cnngo/index.html


soak the mattress. One woman can only 
hold so much urine, so it may require 
multiple efforts.

If you only want to give a super king 
size mattress a light dousing of piss, you 
can probably get away with two to four 
bladders’ worth. If you harbour the sort 
of grudge that Donald Trump is alledged 
to hold against the Obamas though, you 
are really going to want to drown that 
mattress. Have it absolutely dripping in 
gold.

So how much piss are we talking here?

The dimensions of a California King 
mattress (the type you would find in the 
Ritz-Carlton Suite) are 180 x 210 x 33cm – 
giving a total volume of 1,247,400 cm³.

The average adult female bladder holds 
about 450ml.

That means to fill a container the size of a 
California King mattress entirely with piss, 
you would need the assistance of 2,772 
women.

At a minimum outcall rate of one hour at 
£100p/h your bill for raw materials alone 
will be well over quarter of a million – and 
surely even Trump can’t afford to simply 
piss that sort of money away. So how do 
we make some efficiencies here?

The average length of a mammalian 
piss is 21 seconds. If every one of these 
2,772 pisses was had sequentially (that is 
to say, one after another) that would take 
about 960 minutes of non-stop urination – 
just over 16 straight hours.

It’s highly likely that the women will want 
to piss more frequently that once every 16 
hours as, over a day, the average person 
will urinate six to eight times. So we can 
whittle this number down to about 350 if 
we work in systematic piss shifts.

(The other way to do it would be to have 
multiple women pissing at once – say, 
four at a time; one in each corner. That 
would whittle the time down to 4 hours of 
non-stop urination, but there’s no way you 
can expect the same volume from each 
participant in such a short timeframe so 
you’d need to hire more people to piss.)

Also, as the mattress won’t be able absorb 
its full volume in wee-wee, we can probably 
dispense with about 90% of it and still do 
a devastating job.

So, in total, we can probably get by on a 
skeleton staff of 30 women each working 
for a 12 hour shift (with breaks). The 
escorts we looked up gave their prices in 
US dollars and would work for $500 for a 
12 hour outcall.

Cost: $15,000

The Water
It is only polite to ensure that any 
participants in your piss party leave as 
hydrated as they entered. Providing one 
500ml bottle of mineral water per piss will 
cover any outlays and replenish all stock.

As Trump has his own line of bottled water 
(Trump Ice) he will probably be able to 

////////////////////////

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/seriouslyscience/2013/10/17/regardless-bladder-size-mammals-urinate-approximately-21-seconds/#.WiacU0tpHoA
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/seriouslyscience/2013/10/17/regardless-bladder-size-mammals-urinate-approximately-21-seconds/#.WiacU0tpHoA
https://www.trump.com/merchandise/trump-natural-spring-water/


rehydrate his guests at a greatly reduced 
cost. 

A bottle that size (16.9oz in American 
measurements) retails for $2.45 at Trump 
Tower NYC – but obviously buying in bulk 
will dramatically lower your costs. And if 
you’re not looking to imitate Trump exactly, 
and are prepared to go for a mineral water 
that doesn’t have the Donald J Trump 
deliciousness guarantee, you can get 24 
bottles of Aqua Pura for £3.50.

Cost: $425 (for full 2,400-piss saturation)
   $55 (for medium 300-piss dousing)
   $4.25 (for light 4-piss dusting)

The Tip
In this sort of situation, you have to tip your 
cleaners. It is essential. Both to ensure 
their discretion, and because it’s just 
good manners. You don’t invite an army 
of people to drown your room in piss and 
then sneak off and stiff the housekeeping. 
Come on, man. That’s not cool.

Cost: 15% of $18,000 = $2,700

Total Cost: £36,905
There’s a reason they call it a golden 
shower, friends. This sort of stuff does not 
come cheap. In fact, this whole pee-asco 
is going to set you back almost $40K  – 
and that’s before you factor in any flights 
and requisite visas you may need.

If that’s a little steep for you, then there 
are corners that can be cut. Booking a 
room at a local Premier Inn, putting a 
listing on Craigslist and providing limitless 
tap water for guests will all help to reduce 
your margins – but we must insist on one 
thing. If you pay less for the room, you 
can’t skimp on the tip.

Anything less that $200 and you’re taking 
the piss.

////////////////////////

////////////////////////



March

>> Chimmaculate Conception <<
Strange tale of Cheryl’s baby

Whether by design or by accident, the 
reporting of Cheryl Cole’s pregnancy 
was like catnip to Chim Shippers (those 
who believe Cheryl is in a secret lesbian 
relationship with Kimberley). They were 
deeply suspicious of the official story of 
Bear’s birth. And not without reason.

Not only did tabloids report that Cheryl 
had a special ‘invisible’ C-section (so we’ll 
never see scars) they also quoted a source 
saying that Cheryl and Liam booked out the 
entire Kensington Wing of Chelsea and 
Westminster Hospital “thereby ensuring 
the brunette beauty wasn’t disturbed by 
members of the public.”

With all due respect to Cheryl, C&W is 
hardly Madame Tussaud’s. Members 
of the public aren’t sauntering around 
hoping to catch a glimpse of a celeb in 
stirrups. Moreover, the sort of person who 
pays thousands to squeeze out a sprog 
in one of their 16 private suites probably 
doesn’t give much of a fuck if Cheryl Cole is 
the one shitting herself from contractions 
four rooms down the hall.

So why else would Cheryl need to clear 
out an entire maternity wing in order to 
give birth? 

>> A Flying Fuck <<
Tales from the cockpit

Half an hour into a New York to London 
flight, passengers in business class 
noticed a woman with a crying baby being 
brought through the curtains by a flight 
attendant. They looked on in mild horror 
as they saw the attendant direct her into 
an empty seat next to... James Corden.

Expecting a huge celebrity hissy fit to kick 
off, Corden’s cabin-mates were impressed 
to see that he didn’t say a word or make 
any sort of complaint. He simply put on 
a pair of noise-cancelling headphones, 
pulled an eyemask over his eyes, and 
turned away from her to sleep.

Pretty decent of him, right?

When the plane landed though, passengers 
were surprised to see Corden remain 
seated as the woman with the baby 
struggled to open the overhead locker.

And even more surprised when she turned 
to Corden and said “For fuck’s sake can 
you at least hold the baby while I get the 
bags down?”

The woman was his wife.

The baby was his baby.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Katie Hopkins racked up £300,000 in lawyers’ fees after losing a 
libel case about two of her shit tweets; ITV’s The Nightly Show got 
shredded by the critics and George Osborne added to his ever-growing 
portfolio by nabbing the editor’s gig at the Evening Standard...
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April
Kendall Jenner fell from grace after appearing in a terrible 
Pepsi ad; Harry Styles tried to launch his lukewarm solo career 
and the White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer tried to rebrand 
concentration camps as “Holocaust Centres”...

>> Angela’s Assets <<
Murder, She Underwrote

The producers of the upcoming sequel to 
Mary Poppins thought it might be a fun 
idea to ask Julie Andrews to appear at the 
end of the movie in a cameo as a balloon 
seller.

Julie was initially interested but wanted 
to know how much she would be paid. 
Fee discussions rose and rose until 
producers finally suggested a whopping 
$8 million. Not good enough, Ms Andrews 
said. It had to be $10 million or she 
wouldn’t do it.

So they asked Angela Lansbury instead, 
who was very happy to accept the role. 
For $200,000.

_________________________________ 
“My hair loss comes from three things: 
alopecia, genetics and head spinning” - 
George Sampson
_________________________________

>> Pap Attack! <<
Reid it and weep

Top Gear had their season two wrap party 
at a pub in London in April. A few hours in, 

an SUV with blacked-out windows pulled 
up and a bloke in a green anorak made his 
way over to the crew, very intently trying 
to sell drugs to presenter Rory Reid. After 
being told to sling his hook, the bloke 
wanders off. Then, all of a sudden, 
paps pile out of the van and start taking 
photos of the party.

A tabloid sting gone awry? It was a 
more than a little curious to see pictures 
from that very same pap attack appear on 
the Mail Online as part of an otherwise 
innocuous “Matt LeBlanc Steps Out 
With British Girlfriend” story.

Especially as they chose to include one 
picture where the only person actually in 
focus was the unknown ‘dealer’.

A shame. We’re sure they had a really good 
“Top GEAR!” or “WRAP party!” headline 
for it. Certainly something good enough 
to warrant ambushing Rory like that. 
_________________________________

>> Old Jokes Home <<

I accidentally swallowed some scrabble 
tiles. 
 
So my next shit could spell disaster.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4414606/Matt-Le-Blanc-Aurora-Mulligan-Gear-party-night.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4414606/Matt-Le-Blanc-Aurora-Mulligan-Gear-party-night.html
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May
Zoological philosophy and yodelling hit the Eurovision in Ukraine; 
Kelvin Mackenzie finally got the boot from the Sun after writing 
one bad column too many; and Lembit Öpik’s prolific shagging finally 
brought about results, as he announced Baby Lem was on its way... 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>> Through The Quayehole <<
Neighbourly courtesy

One-time popstar and occasional violent 
attacker, Finley Quaye moved in to a 
new place in Manchester. He attempted 
to make friends with his new neighbours 
by going round to say hello fairly often. 
This was accompanied by attempts to 
scrounge beer off them with the line, “Oh, 
what beer’s that? Can I try a bit?”

The unusual beer that he kept needing to 
taste? It’s always Amstel. 
_________________________________

“I don’t stand by anything” - Donald 
Trump
_________________________________
 

>> EUgandan Discussions <<
Neighbourly courtesy pt.II

Our good old Grindr moles discovered 
something interesting in the European 
Parliament.

It seems that someone who works for the 
parliamentary grouping that UKIP sits in 
is offering his “time” and “attention” to 
other Grindr users under the username 
7F366. Those familiar with the layout of 
the building will maybe recognise 7F366 

as the office that is literally next door to 
Nigel Farage’s.

More curiously, it appears that the man 
who is luring gentleman callers to that 
particular room isn’t actually the person 
who officially inhabits that office space – 
so it seems that he is specifically arranging 
this service to let people fuck next door to 
Nigel Farage.

Which brings a whole new meaning to the 
term “Remoaners”.
_________________________________

Q/ What is a dominatrix’s favourite ice 
cream topping? 
A/ Crushed nuts
_________________________________

>> The Art Of The Steal <<
Masterful negotiations

Former NBC boss Jeff Zucker was talking 
to the New Yorker in May about how self-
proclaimed Master of The Deal, Donald 
Trump, went about the negotiations for 
arranging a fee for the second season of 
The Apprentice.

Trump came in demanding $1m per 
episode. Zucker offered him $60,000. 
Trump accepted.
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Phrase Anatomy
Skimming the headlines of the MailOnline can often feel like 
reading a foreign language. “Fresh Faced Beauty Pours Curves Into 
Daring Neckline Treating Onlookers To Busty Display” is a sentence 
that’s supposed to mean something. But what? And why? And how?

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

There are certain words in the English 
language that cease to make sense 
when repeated over and over. Words 
that do have individual meaning, but 
quickly become gobbledegook if said too 
frequently.  “Ketchup” is one. “Filibuster” 
is another. “Gerrymandering”, “specificity”, 
“oblong” – all words that have legitimate 
dictionary definitions, but also words that 
sound utterly ridiculous if you say them a 
dozen times in quick succession.

Then there are words which do the exact 
opposite. Words which don’t really make 
a huge deal of sense in isolation but have 
been repeated so often that they have 
started to take on meaning.

The Daily Mail’s website is a veritable 
treasure trove of such things. The site deals 
in phrases which – even by the tabloids’ 

broad standards – are absolute hogwash; 
and yet, through endless repetition, have 
nevertheless nestled their way into the 
national lexicon.

Where did these phrases come from? 
What do they mean? And how have they 
evolved? We took a trip through the 
MailOnline’s extensive archives to see 
when and where some of these weird 
sayings were first coined and how they 
have adapted over time.

Busty Display
busty adj. informal: (of a woman) having 
large breasts
display n: a performance, show, or event 
staged for public entertainment

////////////////////////
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To maintain the pretence of being ‘family-
friendly’ publications, tabloids often 
use euphemisms to describe certain 
activities that sensitive types might deem 
as being inappropriate or unsavoury. 
Therefore giving someone a blowjob 
routinely becomes ‘performing a sex act’. 
Accidentally flashing a nipple becomes a 
‘wardrobe malfunction’. Sex with multiple 
partners becomes a ‘romp’.

There is never any mistaking what is meant 
by any of this. Even the most vanilla reader 
understands what’s under discussion, but 
this shared code helps to give the daily 
reporting of threesomes, upskirt shots and 
sexy selfies a thin air of respectability.

Nowhere is this more obvious than in the 
MailOnline’s coverage of women’s breasts. 
They hate to refer to a woman’s breasts 
directly, and the sorts of linguistic knots 
they find themselves tied in trying to say 
“Look at these tits!” without actually saying 
“Look at these tits!” are staggering.

Breasts invariably get referred to as ‘assets’, 
‘killer curves’, or an ‘ample chest’, while we 
are invited to gaze upon their ‘bikini bod’, or 
‘enviable figure’ – things which women are 
endlessly trying to ‘show off’ or ‘flaunt’.

It was in this spirit that the Busty Display 
first came to be. The first known usage of 
“Busty Display” appears to have been in 
this article about Frankie Essex.

Written by the aptly-named Jason Chester 
in July 2014, the article is a Mail staple: an 
Ogle The Lady/Shop The Look piece. 

In it, we are walked through the details of 
Frankie’s outfit, informed of where to buy 
it, and shown pictures of her frolicking in 
the sea and splashing water on her tits.

The phrase “busty display” only appeared 
in the body of the text but it clearly hit a 
chord somewhere in the office as, over the 
next six months, it found its way into the 
headlines – with a half dozen examples 
before the year was out.

By October 2015 ‘Busty Display’ was being 
used twice a day in headlines.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2709514/Frankie-Essex-shows-best-assets-takes-dip-cut-swimwear-Spanish-sunshine-break.html


In December 2015, we saw our first 
triplicate use.

But, more importantly, it had begun to 
infiltrate the entire tabloid lexicon, all 
across Fleet Street. 

Busty Display had its first use in the Daily 
Express...

...and has since been taken up with quite 
some relish over there.

June saw its first use in the Sun...

...which continues to this day.

And, a little late to the party, the Daily 
Mirror has now joined in...

...no doubt thanks to former MailOnline 
contributor, JJ Anisiobi

Nowadays, in 2017, we can expect to see 
as many as ten results per day for 
a search of “Busty Display” on the 
site, with favourites being the cast of The 
Bachelor, Kim Kardashian, Kylie Jenner and 
Mariah Carey.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=J+J+Anisiobi
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=J+J+Anisiobi
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?sel=site&searchPhrase=busty+display
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?sel=site&searchPhrase=busty+display
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?sel=site&searchPhrase=busty+display


Suspicious-
Looking Cigarette
suspicious adj. having the belief or 
impression that someone is involved in 
an illegal or dishonest activity 
cigarette n: a thin cylinder of finely cut 
tobacco rolled in paper for smoking

As distasteful as the Mail may pretend to 
find the female human form, there isn’t 
actually any legal restriction preventing 
them from writing a headline as direct 
as “Kelly Brook Deliberately Hoiks Her 
Tits Up” if they wanted to. Their decision 
to write it as “Kelly Brook Puts On Eye-
Popping Display” is purely an editorial 
one.

It’s not quite the same when it comes 
to running stories about people smoking 
drugs though. That’s when the law starts 
to get involved.

Unless you’re right up close to them and 
can smell what’s being burned, it can be 
difficult to tell exactly what a celebrity 
is smoking. And while it wouldn’t be 
unreasonable to assume that drug-
loving celebs might be indulging in a bit 
of marijuana, a newspaper can’t really 
come out and say that with only a long 
lens photograph of a roll-up as proof. 

Cannabis consumption is a crime in many 
places, and still has a great moral weight 
attached to it – even where it’s legal. 
Therefore if a celebrity chose to sue 
over such a headline, they could feasibly 
make a case to suggest the claim was 
defamatory. With the evidence having 
been smoked, unless the editor managed 

to steal a pre-emptive piss sample, there’s 
not a huge amount a publication can do to 
defend itself.  

The MailOnline has devised a clever little 
workaround though: the ‘Suspicious-
Looking Cigarette’.

The first person caught in possession of a 
Suspicious-Looking Cigarette was George 
Michael in mid-November 2011.

Also referred to in the copy as a ‘suspicious-
looking roll-up” and a “relaxing cigarette”, 
George wasn’t actually the one who was 
smoking it. He simply rolled it and then 
give it to a friend who “appeared to take 
a strong puff […] seemingly taking a deep 
pull on it”.

Though they didn’t say it, the implication 
was clear: George Michael and his friend 
smoke weed. (George Michael would have 
been the first person to tell you that, of 
course – but that’s not really a story is 
it?)

Once George Michael had done it, dozens 
of celebs followed his lead. Snoop Dogg 
was spotted passing a “suspicious-looking 
cigar” to the crowd at one of his concerts 
in December 2011; Rihanna spent most 
of July 2012 dragging on a “suspicious-
looking rolled-up cigarette” (which we know 
thanks to more fearless reporting from the 
Mirror’s Busty Display correspondent, JJ 
Anisiobi); Cara Delevingne, Justin Bieber, 
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Miley Cyrus and the One Direction boys all 
got snapped relaxing in close proximity to 
“unknown smoking apparatus”.

The ceaseless weed monitor at the Mail 
started strong in 2017 too, collaring Dr 
Who’s Matt Smith who was enjoying 
some puffs on a Suspicious-Looking 
Cigarette at the start of the year.

The beauty of the Suspicious-Looking 
Cigarette is that it absolves the Mail of 
making any specific claim of criminality, 
but also makes the act of smoking a spliff 
seem more illicit than it actually is – as if 
they’re maybe smoking crack, or heroin, 
or meth.

All Grown Up
all adv. completely 
cigarette adj. adult

Of all the Mail’s many catchphrases 
however, ‘All Grown Up’ is their signature. 
Their Born To Run. Their Bohemian 
Rhapsody. Their I’m The Leader Of The 
Gang (I Am!).

The sort of sentence you might hear from 
a drunk uncle or a disgraced scoutmaster, 
the clear subtext of ‘All Grown Up’ is 
so shudderingly gross that it’s a little 
uncomfortable to explain.

Routinely applied to underage child stars 
who they can’t explicitly describe as 
being sexually attractive, this euphemism 
is frequently used by Mail reporters 
throughout their celebrity coverage – and 
it’s not entirely clear who it’s aimed at.

Genuine fans of the stars in question are 
more interested in their lives than in their 
physical development. 13 year olds looking 
for a SafeSearch sexual thrill are probably 
going to be more inclined to look at the 
bikini-clad stars of TOWIE or Made In 
Chelsea than children on a red carpet. And 
plenty of regular, fairweather Mail readers 
make a conspicuous point of stopping by 
the comments section to write “WHO?” 
and “SLOW NEWS DAY?”

Which leaves only two fairly niche 
demographics interested in the Mail’s 
persistent puberty beat: anthropologists 
and paedophiles (one of which, we have to 
assume, is more lucrative than the other).

However, as unpleasant as the phrase has 
gone on to become, All Grown Up actually 
came from relatively wholesome roots. 
The first example in the MailOnline archive 
appears to be from this article on Konnie 
Huq, former Blue Peter presenter.

Konnie was 22 when she started presenting 
Blue Peter – but, like many kids TV hosts, 
she had a very youthful appearance. She 
left after nearly ten years of fronting the 
show, shortly before her 32nd birthday.

////////////////////////
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The point being: she was an adult the 
entire time, and in her thirties when she 
was described as being All Grown Up.

The next mention of it, in February 
2008, was of the 28 year old Norah 
Jones. Though the article made fleeting 
reference to the fact that she was once 
14, broadly speaking, her being All Grown 
Up was a reference to her being in her 
late twenties.

Gradually though, the age started to 
drop. April 2008 saw the phrase crop up 
in a feature about Gemma Arterton 
– 22 at the time – which still made a sort 
of sense as she’d shifted from acting in 
St Trinian’s (about schoolgirls) to Bond 
films (about sexually active spies).

May 2008 saw an article about the young 
cast of the Narnia films describe the 19 
year old Anna Popplewell as being 
All Grown Up.

And then in September 2008, stuff started 
getting extremely icky.

14 year old Dakota Fanning – MailOnline’s 
first real pet project – was the star of a 
profile piece with a supremely chilling 
headline.

In which, within two sentences, they had 
broken new ground. MailOnline was now 
happy to discuss 14 year old girls in the 
same way they would discuss actual adult 
women. Which is to say, lasciviously.

For a while, they managed to pull out 
of the nosedive. It was Katy Perry (24), 
Ashley Kate Olsen (21), Emma Watson 
(19) – all of consenting age.

But then the phrase dipped down into 
the murky depths again.
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Ever since, MailOnline has been using the 
phrase interchangeably between adults 
and children. Which is fine (if a little creepy) 
when they’re talking about a 19 year old.

It also doesn’t sound particularly predatory 
when it’s used about a two year old taking 
their first trip out into the real world with 
their mum.

It’s the space inbetween where it becomes 
dodgy. What’s the correct response when 
the teenager under scrutiny is 15?

13?

12?

The Mail does occasionally appear to realise 
how skin-crawling they can be – which is 
why they do sometimes change headlines 
to stop them looking like the exact same 
sorts of dangerous perverts for whom they 
want to bring back the death penalty. 

(We’re thinking specifically of the time they 
momentarily referred to Heidi Klum’s 
eight year old daughter as a “leggy 
beauty”…)

The argument that’s often made for a lot 
of the weird sounding syntax of online 
reporting is SEO (or ‘Search Engine 
Optimisation’). To enhance their SEO, 
reporters are encouraged to use certain 
keywords – no matter how clunky or 
nonsensical – so that their articles will crop 
up higher on the results page in an online 
search.

But that’s not exactly what’s happening 
here. Nobody goes to Google armed with 
the phrase ‘Busty Display’ if they want to 
see some boobies. No ordinary civilian 
seriously monitors weed usage by typing 
in ‘Supicious-Looking Cigarette’. And if you 
type ‘All Grown Up’ into a search engine, 
your local police force will almost certainly 
have an emergency unit dispatched directly 
to your address.

Instead, the Mail’s SEO is driven by 
celebrity names and celebrity recognition 
– and bust-displaying, weed-smoking and 
puberty appear to be the sorts of activities 
that the good SEO celebrities most 

////////////////////////
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commonly engage in. Therefore, the only 
feasible way to cover them is through the 
lens of tits, spliffs and aduly clothing. 

While pandering to Google’s algorithms 
might explain the choice of content, it 
doesn’t explain the language. So what 
does?

Maybe it will help to imagine being the 
journalist. The one who, every day, has 
to look at 40 pictures of Chrissie Teigen’s 
sideboob to choose the best shot. The one 
who has to find actual words to put next 
to paparazzi pictures of Lauren Goodger 
trying to avoid a puddle. The one who has 
to pretend that Caitlyn Jenner stepping 
out of Starbucks is a news event.

Even if you spent three years at university 
and two years at journalism college, you’d 
struggle to find the words. And when you 
are being forced to do this ten-to-twelve 
times a day? Well, there’s only so far the 
English language can take you. You’d be 
making mad shit up too...



June
The UK’s snap election threw the country into further turmoil; 
Theresa May confessed that the naughtiest thing she’d ever done 
was run through a field of wheat; and Geri Halliwell returned to 
the pop scene with tributes to George Michael and Grenfell Tower

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>> Menopause For Thought <<
Britain needs a fanny lift

In June – with the prospect of an 
extreme Brexit, Scotland wanting another 
referendum and stirrings from Sinn Fein 
about the reunification of Ireland – the 
era of Cool Britannia started to feel like a 
very distant memory.

Thankfully, someone from the heady days 
of the 90s returned to remind us of the 
UK’s former greatness.

Meg Mathews announced she was going 
to be the face of a vaginal rejuvenation 
company. In her official capacity as a 
“Celebrity Menopause Campaigner” she 
promises to offer us “a frank and honest 
look” into “pelvic floor tightening”.
_________________________________

UKIP’s Paul Nuttall is younger than Tina 
from S Club 7.
_________________________________
 

>> Smoked Salmond <<
The cinnamon sinnerman

It’s amazing how candid politicians can be 
when they think no-one is listening.

Alex Salmond was seen in one of BA’s 
lounges at T5, lamenting that all the 

hot food from the breakfast buffet had 
gone. An assistant went off to search for 
something for him and came back with 
some porridge dusted in cinnamon.

“Ah,” said Salmond upon seeing it. “The 
King of Spice!”

Salmond then went on to explain to the 
assistant how good cinnamon is for a 
person’s sex drive and how he used to get 
a woman from the shop in his village to 
order it in specially for him – so that he 
could smoke it to enhance his... ‘powers’.
_________________________________

“NME. You lot are a bunch of real life fucking 
pussyholes. Proper dickheads” - Stormzy 
_________________________________

>> Bars, key and Hutch <<
It’s good for what jails ya 

Our commiserations to Gordon Ramsay’s 
father-in-law, Chris Hutcheson, who was 
sentenced to six months in prison in June 
for hacking Ramsay’s computer. 

Sorry we didn’t write while you were 
inside, Chris. It’s just the last letter you 
sent us (when you took an injunction out 
against us) cost thousands of pounds to 
reply to. We hope you understand.
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July
Kid Rock flirted with a run for the US Senate; Aaron Carter got a 
DUI that he blamed on having watched 9/11 with Michael Jackson; 
and Mike Ashley of Sports Direct won a £15m court case defending 
his sacred right to get absolutely fucking hammered at lunch.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>> Wonder Women <<
Gary’s lovely ladies 

Gary Lineker’s Walkers ads went viral 
this summer thanks to the quickly-
hijacked #WalkersWave campaign, which 
saw Lineker sharing a screen with such 
wholesome brand ambassadors as Jimmy 
Savile, Fred West and Josef Fritzl.

Lineker, thankfully, saw the funny side of 
it – but it’s not the first time he’s been 
co-opted into excruciating stunts for the 
British crisp industry.

Before Lineker became the face of 
Walkers in ‘95, their local rivals Golden 
Wonder had been trying to snap him up. 
One of the ways GW tried to cement their 
relationship with him in the early 80s was 
by luring him to their head office in Market 
Harborough and getting him to judge their 
Miss Golden Wonder contest.

All of the company’s departments had 
picked out a lady to go forward to a final, 
and Gary was then asked to make the 
choice. Surprised and a little flustered, 
Gary made his excuses and left.

(But not before choosing the rep from 
Personnel.)

>> Arse Of Gold <<
Wart a carry on! 

A very unlikely character cropped up in 
the centre of one of the biggest political 
scandals of the century. British music 
publicist, Rob Goldstone –who inexplicably 
got himself wrapped up in the Trump/
Russia probe. Now he’s in the spotlight, 
he’s going to wish he didn’t run his mouth 
so much in his previous line of work.

One story Rob used to like to tell about 
himself was the tale of his mysteriously 
disappearing genital wart. One minute, 
he swears, it was there on the side of his 
knob. The next, it had vanished.

Where did it go? According to Rob, it’s lost 
forever up the arse of some lucky young 
man.

(Shame he can’t seem to work the same 
sort of magic with Trump Jr’s emails...)

_________________________________

>> Old Jokes Home <<

Q/ What’s the difference between
ignorance and apathy?

A/ Don’t know and don’t care
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August
Paul Danan made some motherfucking noise in the Celebrity Big 
Brother house; Pamela Anderson started writing love poetry for 
Julian Assange; and we finally lost Sir Bruce Forsyth – the man who 
was literally older than sliced bread.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>> Buff-diving <<
Fuck trees of the famous 

The news about Joss Whedon’s rampant 
shagging caught us slightly on the back 
foot, so we were a little slow compiling 
the list of all the co-stars and colleagues 
he’s supposedly porked. These are the 
runners and riders we’ve heard linked so 
far:

Long-standing affairs (The “Riders”)
– Clare Kramer
– Julie Benz
– Kali Rocha
– Alexandra Breckinridge

One-off/short term (The “Runners”)
– Alyson Hannigan
– Amy Adams
– Ashanti
– Rachel Bilson

Apparently he tried the old casting couch 
routine with Clea DuVall too, but she 
kicked him in the cock for his efforts. He 
still gave DuVall the part though as he 
was impressed by the way she handled 
herself.
_________________________________

Sky Ferreira’s mum drives for Uber.
_________________________________

>> 1,200 Angry Men <<
“He looks like a dick” 

Hundreds of potential jurors were 
dismissed from the summertime trial of 
pharma bro Martin Shkreli, and now a 
transcript of some of the jurors’ excuses 
has surfaced.

The responses when jurors were asked 
if they could be fair and impartial when 
hearing Shkreli’s case included:

JUROR NO.1: I’m aware of the defendant 
and I hate him.

JUROR NO.52: When I walked in here 
today I looked at him and, in my head, 
that’s a snake — not knowing who he 
was. I just walked in and looked right at 
him and that’s a snake.

JUROR NO.144: I don’t think I can 
because he kind of looks like a dick.

JUROR NO.59: He disrespected the Wu-
Tang Clan.
_________________________________

“I just wanna make sure I keep giving you 
motherfuckers something to talk about” 
– Britney Spears 
_________________________________
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The Royal Growler
August marked twenty years since Diana Spencer – Princess Of 
Wales and Queen Of Hearts – was snatched from us, leaving us with 
nothing but an inferior version of Candle In The Wind and our 
cherished memories. But what memories they were...

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>> Ready And Willing <<
Preparing the Royal growler 

Diana was, by most accounts, quite a needy 
girlfriend. After the initial excitement of 
hanging out with the Princess wore off, 
Will Carling found her constant attention 
quite grating. 

One night she kept booty calling him, but 
he was trying to put her off as he had 
friends over. In the end he got tired of 
the calls and, egged on by his buddies, he 
told her she could only come round if she 
“shaved her growler for him”. 

Thinking that would be the end of it, 
Carling went back to his evening. The 
phone rang again. 

“I’ve done it. Now can I come round?”

FYI: There is some disagreement about 
the details of this story. Someone else 
(who was told the story by Carling himself) 
remembers it as Carling asking her to 
shave her “mott”.
_________________________________

>> Picture Perfect <<
“Smile and say ‘bitch’!” 

Diana’s biographers say that the paparazzi’s 
big trick with Diana was to continually call 
her a bitch while they were taking her 
picture so that she’d look angry, or sad, 
or (ideally) start crying. 

A pretty grim tactic, but what’s interesting 
is that ‘bitch’ is the word that Diana herself 
often chose to say when having her photo 
taken. She said she always found it left 
her mouth in a more alluring shape than 
saying ‘cheese’ did. 
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>> Freddie Or Not? <<
Out on the town with Di 

Kenny Everett and Freddie Mercury were 
out with Princess Di one night when 
Kenny and Freddie said they were going 
to the Vauxhall Tavern. Princess Di asked 
if she could come, but Kenny said no she 
couldn’t possibly. Freddie had far fewer 
reservations, saying “C’mon darling! Let’s 
let the Princess have a night out!” 

So they dressed her up in a flying jacket 
and some aviators and they snuck her in.
_________________________________

Diana’s alma mater, West Heath, used 
to mingle with public school Tonbridge 
for socials. Word is that Di was always a 
dead cert for a quick feel behind the Fives 
court.
_________________________________

>> Old Jokes Home <<

Q/ Why does Bryan Adams have a blue 
willy?

A/ Because he dipped it in Di

_________________________________

Diana would often leave multiple 
messages on Hasnat Khan’s answerphone 
while he was in surgery, under the name 
“Dr Armani”. 
_________________________________

>> Hi, Treason! <<
Paul’s final Countdown

Diana’s special friend Paul Burrell once 
appeared as a guest on Countdown. 
Things quickly got uncomfortable on his 
first show during a letters round when 

one of the contestants chose “TREASON” 
as his answer.

An awkward silence ensued before Des 
Lynam recovered enough composure to 
ask Paul if he could do any better.

Paul said he couldn’t.
_________________________________

Paul collects pop art portraits of Superman. 
His Florida home is filled with them and 
if Burrell really likes a piece he’ll have 
the artist extend the pants to make 
Superman’s packet bigger.
_________________________________

>> Never Forget <<
Take That’s touching tribute

Gary Barlow and the Take That boys 
hosted a huge charity concert in tribute 
to Diana’s memory at Wembley in 2007 
– 10 years after her death – which was 
attended by the two Princes.

Take That’s own contribution to the night 
was truly unforgettable. They opened 
their set with the song Shine – meaning 
that the opening lines of their set were 
“You, you’re such a big star to me. You’re 
everything I want to be. But you’re stuck 
in a hole.” 

Beautiful stuff, boys. Beautiful stuff.
_________________________________

>> Old Jokes Home II <<

Princess Diana walks into a bar and 
asks the barman for a pint of lager.  The 
barman asks, “Will Carling do you?” 

Diana replies, “Mind your own business!” 



September
Ted Cruz liked a porn tweet on 9/11. Other stuff may well have 
happened in September but, mainly, Ted Cruz – proud American 
patriot, senator for Texas and former Presidential hopeful – liked 
a hardcore pornography tweet. On 9/11.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

>> Different class <<
Riding with common people

Jarvis Cocker was nestled nice and 
comfortably in first class on the train to 
Festival No.6 in September, until he was 
asked by the conductor to present his 
ticket. 

Very politely, she pointed out that he had 
a standard ticket but was in a first class 
compartment – and promptly turfed him 
out to the prole carriages.

Which was embarrassing for Jarvis, sure. 
But embarrassing enough to stop him 
from trying to pull the same trick again 
on the train back from Bangor on Sunday 
afternoon? Nope.

Sadly for Jarvis, the same ticket lady was 
working the aisle on the Sunday – and 
she recognised him again.

Only this time, because the train was 
filled with people leaving the festival early 
because of a downpour, there were no 
seats free in standard for Jarvis to decamp 
to. 

So he had to stand by the toilet all the 
way back to London.

>> Job lot <<
Happy birthday, Gwynnie!

Gwyneth Paltrow turned 45 this year and, 
as she seems a little happier to laugh at 
herself these days, we celebrated the 
occasion with a little story.

Many years ago, a crewmember on the 
film that Gwynnie was shooting was 
tasked with calling her to the set. When 
knocking on her trailer door didn’t get 
any results, he decided to pop his head 
round the door in case she was asleep, or 
listening to music, or something.

She was in there alright, but she wasn’t 
asleep. She was giving her then-boyfriend 
Ben Affleck a rather enthusiastic blowjob.

Too stunned to say anything, the silence 
was eventually broken by Affleck, who 
said – very simply: “Not now, Carlos”
_________________________________
The reason the BBC axed the choir show 
Pitch Battle? “Too Remain-y” apparently._________________________________

>> Old Jokes Home <<

When I first met my girlfriend I knew she 
was a keeper. She had massive gloves 
on.
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Copy Control
Celebrity copy approval became a rather hot topic in September, 
thanks to the fallout from Clare Balding’s PR people trying to 
make changes to a interview in Saga magazine. It’s a problem, to 
be sure – but if you’re going to try to lift the curtain on this 
sort of bad practice, you really ought to lift it all the way up…

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Whether it’s pesky millionaire divas 
desperately trying to control every last bit 
of the ‘narrative’; meddlesome PRs who 
are paid to embellish, airbrush and spin; 
or the faceless crowd of yes-men, brand 
ambassadors and reputation managers 
who work around the clock to run 
interference with the truth – September 
was filled with stories about how celebrity 
copy approval is absolutely rife within the 
media industry.

It’s the scourge of honest journalism! 
It’s the plague of our times! According to 
one particular tabloid hack, it’s “ruining 
the art of the celebrity interview”! 
And who is better qualified to opine on 
the degradation of the artform than Dan 

Wootton: who is to showbiz journalism 
what that Spanish pensioner was to that 
fresco of Christ.

To a large extent, there’s no real arguing 
with the point. Celebrity copy approval is 
bad. There’s no two ways about it. It’s a 
shitty, yet increasingly normalised, part of 
modern media. (In fact, it was watching 
a particularly honest and interesting 
interview with Mel C get pencilled into 
copy-controlled oblivion that, more than 
anything, was the catalyst to us starting 
Popbitch.) 

But it’s by no means the whole story. Not 
by a long chalk. 

Good though it was to see a journalist 
stand up and speak out about what 
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happened with the Clare Balding situation, 
we can’t sit by and idly watch as certain 
other journalists try to piggyback on the 
point and pretend that PR people are the 
only ones at fault here. Especially when 
their own track records are hardly squeaky 
clean.

So let’s take a little look at some of the 
other practices that may be contributing 
to The Great Defacing, shall we? A 
slightly wider view of the situation, to 
maybe help uncover some of the other 
things that have potentially had a hand 
in compromising the sanctity of celebrity 
interviews…

1/Celebrity Shakedown

Put yourself in these hypothetical shoes 
for a moment. Imagine you’re a middling 
TV presenter. You’ve been a familiar face 
on primetime television for years and are 
quite well-known, in your way. And though 
you’re nobody’s favourite necessarily, 
you’re likeable enough and can always be 
depended on to do a solid, if not exactly 
stellar, job.

You also happen to be sneaking off to car 
parks in the dead of night to snort bath 
salts and fuck a bunch of people who very 
much aren’t your wife.

Well, here’s the bad news. Reporters have 
got a hold of your story. They know you’re 
shagging around behind your partner’s 
back and they’re ready to run with it.

How do you stop it? What are your options? 

Take out an injunction? It’s a possibility, 
yes – but an expensive one, and there’s 
always the risk that you’ll invite even 
worse speculation if it ever gets out that 
you’re using the courts to cover up your 
private conduct.

Alternatively, you could try to tough it out 
if you think you’ve got a thick enough 
skin for it – but it won’t be pleasant for 
you, your family, your fans or future 
employment prospects. Not one for the 
faint of heart.

So instead you try to reach some sort 
of compromise. You have your people 
reach out to journalists. You strike a deal 
whereby, in exchange for collaborating 
on a tell-all exclusive, they’ll spare the 
grizzly details. They’ll sit tight on some of 
the pictures they have. They won’t reach 
out to any of their secondary sources. 

If you’re an especially good boy they might 
not even allude to your misdemeanour 
at all. Instead, the interview will focus 
on your family, your life, your wonderful 
marriage. No-one wants to be reminded 
of the seedy side of celebrity.

Naturally, you wouldn’t want to be 
thought of as uncooperative or ungrateful 
in this situation, so you wouldn’t dream of 
making any demands of the interviewer. 
You simply show up, spill your guts and 
hope you’ve fed them enough red meat 
to have them go easy on you. They get 
their scoop; you limit the damage – and 
everyone is (broadly) happy.

And best of all, no-one’s asked for any 
copy approval. How extremely ethical!



help take the heat off any one individual. 

Again, no-one in this sort of situation wants 
to be seen as being so presumptuous as 
to ask for copy approval, so nobody does. 
They turn up, knowing exactly what is 
expected of them (rehearsed to within an 
inch of their life) and they do their job.

However, this one is apt to cut both 
ways.

Sometimes the celebrity in question isn’t 
a mid-grade quiz show host. Sometimes 
they’re a big deal. A properly big deal. 
A real red carpet type, represented 
by the sort of agent who only deals in 
international superstars.

If a journalist tries to overstep the mark 
with them at all, then a highly powerful 
PR can make threats to take the ball away 
from them for good. Write shit about one 
star, lose access to every single one of their 
stable for ever. And not just for the one 
journalist either. The whole newspaper 
can get cut off.

Former Hollywood uber-agent Pat Kingsley 
pioneered this trick. She managed to keep 
every whisper about her biggest client, 
Tom Cruise, out of the media by very, 
very forcefully leveraging access to all of 
her other clients. And as she controlled 
half of Hollywood at the time, no-one had 
the balls to break the omerta.

Of course, these super-powerful svengali-
types wouldn’t be so crass as to ask for 
copy approval because, well, why would 
they need to? Only a journalist on a 
career-suicide mission would ever write 
 

2/ Publicist Power

There’s a good reason that celebs sign up 
with big, well-known PR stables. There’s 
strength in numbers.

Say one of the PR’s clients has been caught 
up to their eyeballs in coke, spotted with 
a call girl on either arm, or dressed in 
a rather racially insensitive fancy dress 
costume. The PR can always call on the 
more wholesome members of their roster 
to help make amends for it.

So let’s stay in those hypothetical shoes 
for a moment longer. However, rather than 
being a meow meow orgy enthusiast, this 
time cast yourself as a different second-
tier TV personality: one who is working 
some pretty high profile gigs, but is also 
conducting a pretty ill-advised affair with 
a model that works for one of the nation’s 
least reputable tabloids. (It seems far 
fetched, we know – but trust us, okay?) 

How can the PR ensure that the journalist 
still fills their pages without resorting to 
covertly taken pictures, or kiss’n’tell girls 
ready to spill saucy secrets? They’re 
going to need to provide the journalist 
with something else to pad out the rest 
of their pages. What better than a few 
other exclusive interviews? If not from 
the celebrity in question, then from some 
of the scandal-magnet’s stablemates.

As soon as you’re aware of this trick, you’ll 
probably spot for yourself that around the 
time of big, shocking celebrity exposés a 
number of other, lighter stories will also 
start appearing from stars who share the 
same agent, manager or PR firm – all to 
 



anything disparaging about them or any 
of their acts.

So they can rest easy knowing that the 
coverage will always have a certain glow 
to it.

3/ Brute Force

So far, everything has been hinged around 
one crucial, common denominator: the 
desire for favourable attention (whether 
that’s from journalist to celebrity, or from 
celebrity to journalist).

But what about the type of celebrity that 
doesn’t want any attention of any type? 
That most mysterious of beasts: the 
elusive superstar that is more concerned 
with making their art than courting the 
tabloids.

If they’re the debauched type, then you 
won’t need them to consent to a story. You 
can just run tales of their bad behaviour 
regardless.

But not every celebrity is a drug-
munching, hard-drinking nymphomaniac. 
Some of them are capable of conducting 
themselves quite reasonably.

So what do you do when you have a 
celebrity who doesn’t need the exposure? 
Someone who actively goes out of their 
way to keep their life private as far as 
is possible? Someone who genuinely 
isn’t interested in fame for fame’s sake; 
someone who just wants to write music, 
make movies or play football for a living?
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The easy option is to simply leave them 
to it. To let them live their life without 
interruption or invasion.

Or, another is to call their PR person 
and scream down the phone at them 
so loudly that other people in the same 
room can hear you quite clearly, and insist 
that if they don’t give you an exclusive 
interview then you will run a front page 
story about how their client’s father is 
dying and position their client to look like 
a self-absorbed monster for choosing to 
continue their career in the face of family 
tragedy.

An unsubtle technique, perhaps, but one 
that gets mad results.

The celebrity’s father will have to be 
actually ill, obviously (and will therefore 
have to be undergoing all the sort of 
emotional turmoil that such a diagnosis 
traditionally involves) otherwise there’s no 
real leverage to be had with the celeb. 

Of course, if it happens to be their mother 
who is suffering from dementia, then you 
can easily alter those details to suit. Or 
if it’s them, and they’re suffering from 
anorexia; or it’s their child and they’ve 
attempted an overdose. Whatever it is, 
you play the hand you’re dealt. Just be 
sure to really scream down the phone.

It’s a versatile trick – and guess what? 
Usually the celebrity will feel so brutalised 
by your unrelentingly shitty attitude that 
they won’t even think to ask you for copy 
approval. They’ll just be so glad to have 
you off their case, whatever the cost, that 
you can probably run whatever you like.



And, really, the important thing is that those 
meddling middlemen don’t get a chance 
to chop up your quotes, compromising 
your dearly held ethics. 

4/ Closet Cases

One of the big sticking points with the 
original Clare Balding article that sparked 
this whole debate was that her people 
apparently felt that the interview made 
too much of the fact that Clare is gay.

It’s a tricky topic. Some people believe that 
gay celebrities in the public eye have a duty 
to be out, to act as visible torchbearers 
for the wider community. Others believe 
that it’s highly personal information and 
that there is no obligation for anyone to 
disclose their sexual identity to anyone – 
least of all the press.

Thankfully, it’s not a question we need 
to solve right now because, regardless of 
your personally held opinion on the matter, 
there’s an absolutely foolproof way to 
secure an extremely hard-hitting celebrity 
coming-out interview without having to 
compromise your journalistic moral code 
by submitting to PR copy approval.

There’s a very simple technique that is 
commonly used in this situation, a slight 
twist on the classics from above. A little 
industry trick known to those in the biz as 
‘blackmail’.

There are two ways you can use a celebrity’s 
confidential sexual orientation to fuel your 

column inches. You can either:

a/ Dangle it over their heads and make 
the individual keep you well-stocked in 
scoops enough to never have to let the 
hammer fall, or

b/ Offer them an ultimatum: get them 
to grant you their big coming out story 
exclusively and you’ll set the interview up 
so it can happen on their terms, or you’ll 
run it regardless.

What’s particularly effective about this 
variation on the theme is that there’s no 
telling exactly how journalists will chose to 
spin a gay story. Unlike the heterosexual 
glamour model affair story – the kiss’n’tell 
classic – the forced outing story can take 
on many different guises. 

It’s like Russian roulette. Do they treat 
you like some sort of exotic curiosity? Do 
they play it for laughs and make fun of 
you with a bunch of tired 70s cliches and 
an “Oo-er, missus!” headline? Or, worst of 
all, do they turn you into a pet project 
and champion your ‘struggle’ to give the 
whole thing a cynically ethical veneer?

Consider the case of Stephen Gately who 
chose to tell the wider world that he was 
gay via the Sun. Why did he bestow them 
the honour? It came about after one of 
the paper’s showbiz correspondents made 
a call to Gately’s associates explaining 
that someone at one of their tour venues 
was trying to sell them a story about 
Stephen’s sexuality. Was it true or a bluff? 
Who knows, but Gately was sufficiently 
worried about it that he agreed to tell the 
story himself.
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In that particular situation, David Yelland 
and and Andy Coulson (who were, 
respectively, editor of the Sun and editor 
of Bizarre at the time) were very open 
about the fact that Gately was offered full 
copy approval and had final say so about 
the story – but not everyone has been so 
lucky… 

5/ Here Comes The Bribe

If a celebrity is absolutely hellbent 
on getting themselves some positive 
coverage, but is finding that the journalist 
in charge of covering the showbiz beat is 
being annoyingly scrupulous and refusing 
to submit to PR copy approval, then they 
have an ace up their sleeve.

Namely: sexual favours.

Sure, it’s all very well taking a journalist out 
with you to a fancy club, or giving them 
backstage passes to a festival, or flying 
them to LA to hang out – but this sort of 
stuff is bread and butter to a hack. If you 
want to guarantee good coverage without 
making your PRs beg for it, it seems a 
number of journalists are surprisingly 
willing to hook up with their subjects.

Of course, an enterprising journalist 
who is actively looking to get their dick 
sucked, or one that is actively looking to 
engage in a threesome with a Spice Girl 
and her husband (to pick two completely 
hypothetical examples out of definitely 
thin air) could get ahead of the game 
slightly, and put that sort of offer on the 
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table themselves. 

And we can all agree that, while allowing 
copy approval is an abomination to the 
profession, granting good coverage in 
exchange for a blowjob is a totally fine 
and principled stand to take.





 42/53 Mission Improbable

October
Hollywood was turned on its head when tales of Harvey Weinstein’s 
sexual assaults burst into the mainstream. Tales of Kevin Spacey 
followed quickly after, so we barely got to talk about UKIP’s new 
leader bragging that he could kill a badger with his bare hands...

>> Many layers <<
Cruising on the Med 

How does the jaded Hollywood star who 
has their pick of anyone spice up their 
sex life? A celebrity PR shared a delicious 
rumour with us about one star’s method. 

The actor, so the story goes, likes to 
make the most of his time in Cannes by 
keeping his make-up artist on his yacht. 
On nights when he doesn’t have to do any 
schmoozing or glad-handing, he gets the 
make-up artist to apply layers of silicone 
to his face as a disguise so that he can go 
out unrecognised. 

If he pulls, he invites the lovely young 
thing back to his yacht and, explaining 
that he’s mega-rich, gets them to sign a 
Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA). 

Then, in the morning, he goes to the 
bathroom, takes off the silicon and reveals 
to his unsuspecting guest that they’d just 
spent the night with... Tom Cruise!
_________________________________

Miley Cyrus says she decided to stop 
smoking weed when Snoop Dogg told her 
she smoked more than anyone else he 
knew. 
_________________________________

>> Show and tell <<
How comedy gets commissioned

When that P45 was handed to Theresa 
May at the Tory party conference in full 
view of the watching world, the nation 
finally found themselves laughing at 
comedy prankster Simon Brodkin.

Executives at Channel 4 didn’t find it 
quite so funny though. In fact, mass 
panic broke out around the office as they 
realised that Brodkin had been contracted 
to C4 for a prank show (which got binned 
after a piss poor pilot). 

The worry was that he was still under 
contract with them and that Channel 4 
might, in some way, be tied to the stunt.

By an extreme stroke of luck, it transpired 
that the contract they signed with had 
expired just the week before. 

So everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

That is until the execs saw that Brodkin 
was starting to get a lot of favourable 
publicity for his stunt. So they reverse 
ferreted and offered him a brand new 
show anyway!
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The Usual Suspects
Harvey Weinstein was a well-known pig and serial sexual harasser, 
so it made sense that his bad behaviour would eventually catch up 
with him – but we really weren’t expecting the purge that followed 
to be quite so comprehensive...

>> Baggrevated Assualt <<
A rather sticky situation 

It was clear when Michael Fallon resigned 
that he wasn’t doing so over touching a 
journalist’s knee, but details of exactly how 
he failed to meet his self-imposed “high 
standards” haven’t been forthcoming.

He might want to clarify the matter 
sooner rather than later though because 
there’s one particular rumour that’s doing 
the rounds in the vacuum he’s left and it 
doesn’t seem to be dying down.

The current whisper around Westminster 
is that he has a touch of the Louis CKs 
about him – but he doesn’t need the 
women to be in the room with him.

Just their handbags.

>> Snowball In Hell <<
Dance is a dirty devil 

Actors have long had to deal with 
amorous co-stars chancing their arm on 
stage in the name of art, but imaginative 
tales of vigilante justice rarely come this 
delicious.

One theatre star who had to share a 
scripted kiss in a play with Charles Dance 
became very tired of his persistent habit 
of slipping her the tongue, so she hit upon 
a rather creative solution to get him to 
stop it.

One night she invited her boyfriend 
backstage to give him a blowjob before 
the curtain went up – and then deliberately 
didn’t rinse her mouth out before stepping 
on stage...

 44/53 The Sex Pest Squad
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>> The ‘Flix Is In <<
Not quite so quick to act 

Netflix wasted no time in announcing the 
end of House Of Cards in light of the Spacey 
allegations, immediately suspending the 
production of season six – which rather 
gives the impression that the whole thing 
caught them unaware.

And who knows? Maybe it did. But 
Spacey’s reputation is pretty well-known 
in the industry. Earlier this year, execs on 
an upcoming Gore Vidal biopic (in which 
Spacey plays Vidal) held a pre-production 
meeting to discuss what to do if Spacey 
ever got too handsy with any of the pretty 
young things on set.

The producers of that biopic? Oh, just a 
little up-and-coming studio by the name 
of... Netflix.
_________________________________

MPs don’t just make lewd approaches at 
their colleagues. They try constituents 
too. One MP (who’s still sitting) asked a 
Popbitcher’s mum “Would you like to get 
your gums around my plums?”
_________________________________

>> Food for thought <<
Eggs over uneasy

As the accusations come tumbling out 
about Harvey Weinstein, we keep hearing 
the question “But why did nobody say 
anything?” So perhaps it would be useful 
to illustrate exactly how scared people 
were of breaking rank at Miramax.

Every week, Harvey held a production 
meeting where everyone (men and 

gave a status update on the progress 
made on each project. This meeting 
would be fully catered; a lovely breakfast 
spread put on. Yet every week, no-one 
would dare to touch it.

Why? Because everyone was convinced 
that Harvey would fire them if he ever 
caught them eating.

And if they were that frightened of his 
reaction to a sandwich, it’s maybe easier 
to understand why so few people fancied 
their chances with a sexual harassment 
suit.
_________________________________

The only person who would eat at meetings 
was Meryl Poster, the co-president of 
production. She’d been Harvey’s assistant 
in the late 80s/early 90s (so presumably 
had enough dirt on him to be able to fill 
her plate as high as she liked). 
_________________________________

>> Rhapsody In Blew <<
Singer’s sudden stagefright 

Ever since it was first announced back 
in 2010, the Freddie Mercury biopic has 
been an endless string of problems. It’s 
been through so many actors, directors 
and drafts of the script that you’d think 
the thing was cursed.

Yet just when it looked as if things might 
finally be coming together, something 
very strange appears to have come over 
the film’s current director, Bryan Singer. 
Word from the set is that he’s having fairly 
regular breakdowns and has been going 
MIA so frequently that the production 
keeps getting shut down.
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 46/53 A Farewell Fistful

November
As political institutions and power structures crumble before 
us, and the world continues its slow, steady descent into total 
catastrophe unabated, misery was further compounded by Morrissey 
releasing a new album – and giving a new round of interviews...

>> Spite Club <<
Osborne belittled

What with all the gak-hoofing, restaurant-
smashing and homeless-taunting, the 
Bullingdon Club has a bit of a reputation – 
but not everything they did was so bad.

Remember that famous photo which 
featured George Osborne and his cohorts? 
One of the others in that picture, Mark 
Petre, is remembered by Oxford friends 
for an incident in which he grabbed the 
future Evening Standard editor by the 
ankles, hung him upside down and shook 
him vigorously until he he was persuaded 
to squeal “I’m a cunt! I’m a cunt!” several 
times.
_________________________________

It’s been 14 months since he resigned from 
the manager’s job, but Big Sam Allardyce 
still has the England badge as the lock 
screen picture on his phone.
_________________________________

>> The PA system <<
Cometh the flower, cometh the man

Steve Coogan will forever be synonymous 
with Alan Partridge, and it’s a legacy that 
he can be extremely proud of. Which is 
just as well - because...

Steve turned 50 a couple of years back 
and wanted to celebrate with a party, 
which he had his PA organise. Among the 
list of the things she ordered for the “do” 
was a huge bouquet of flowers.
 
On the night she handed him the flowers. 
He then got up on stage and asked her to 
join him – to present her with the flowers 
she’d ordered as a thank-you gift for 
arranging his party. 
_________________________________

Q/ How do you know how heavy a red 
hot chili pepper is?
A/ Give it a weigh, give it a weigh, give it 
a weigh now
_________________________________

>> Craig’s Lips <<
Singer’s sweet stylings

A lady who entered Craig David’s boudoir 
reports that he was so into cunnilingus 
that he didn’t seem too bothered about 
doing anything else. After an extensive 
round of it in the bedroom, she was also 
treated to a quick encore performance in 
the lift on her way to the ground floor.
 
Then, as she was leaving the building, 
Craig handed her a fistful of sweets for 
the journey home.
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Inches For Inches
Since the Harvey Weinstein story broke, dozens of people have stepped up to 
denounce his behaviour. While it’s undeniably good to hear so many voices 
united against sexual assault, it’s important to make sure that we don’t 
wave through everyone that’s lining up to speak out – especially when our 
own industry is not without its problems… 
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When it comes to celebrity sex assault 
stories, you can always rely on the BBC to 
mess the bed before too long.

With the recent Harvey Weinstein scandal, 
the shit started soaking into the sheets 
when Victoria Derbyshire decided to bring 
Richard Hillgrove of Hillgrove 6 PR 
on the air to give his take on the matter.

If you know who Richard Hillgrove is, 
you’re probably already reading this 
through your fingertips in embarrassment 
and horror.

If you don’t know who Richard Hillgrove 
is, then a quick crash course:

Hillgrove is best known in journalism 
circles as the kamikaze PR who got 
wrapped up in a tax evasion scandal 
a few years ago. When HMRC collared 
him for almost £100,000 of avoided tax, 
instead of going quietly Hillgrove went 
nuclear. Shortly after his arrest, he sent 
out a press release to his full contact list 
loudly claiming that his conduct was small 
fry and if HMRC was truly serious about 
tackling tax fraud they should be arresting 
his clients James Caan, Sting and Trudie 
Styler – who he actually chose to call out 
by name.

It was a spectacular self-inflicted wound 
and (as you might expect) business has 
been a little slow ever since. In fact, 
earlier this year, Hillgrove was declared 
bankrupt.
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But any journalist who didn’t automatically 
redirect Hillgrove’s emails to their spam 
folder may also remember another 
story about him. One from 2013, when 
he launched his full-voiced defence 
of advertising svengali and wife-
throttling arsehole, Charles Saatchi.

While everybody in their right mind lined 
up to condemn Saatchi when pictures of 
him grabbing Nigella Lawson by the throat 
outside Scott’s restaurant emerged in the 
press, the boy Hillgrove decided – against 
all decent reason – to stand by Saatchi.

It wasn’t just that he thought Saatchi 
was being unfairly maligned. He actively 
tried to push the line that Saatchi was the 
innocent victim of a cleverly orchestrated 
smear campaign masterminded by Nigella 
Lawson. Not just once, but over and over 
and over – for days.

And lo and behold! If it’s not exactly the 
same story he’s now pushing for Harvey 
Weinstein (a man he prides himself on 
having met twice).

The substance of Hillgrove’s argument is 
not worth giving any further air. Suffice it 
to say, he thinks the allegations against 
Weinstein are all a cleverly orchestrated 
smear campaign (organised by none other 
than… Donald Trump!)

Quite what made Victoria Derbyshire’s 
team think he’d be a suitable person to 
interview in this context, we couldn’t say 
(though, for what it’s worth, Derbyshire 
did a pretty decent job of pulling him up 
on it – and left him looking about as much 
of a whopper as he unquestionably is.)

Perhaps that was their intention all along. 
In which case, fair enough. Can’t say we’d 
have done the same, but maybe that’s 
why we aren’t running the BBC.

However, the incident highlights a slightly 
trickier problem that’s tucked up into the 
media coverage of the Weinstein story. For 
while it’s easy to spot attention-seekers 
and consciously controversial types like 
Richard Hillgrove in the sea of people 
loudly decrying Weinstein, there are some 
other bad agents floating about.

The ones that are harder to spot are the 
ones making all the right noises but are, to 
some degree or another, guilty of similar 
shithousery.

Pressing Concerns

The press often gets a bad rap in these 
situations, and not undeservedly so.

Newspapers, magazines and online 
outlets are an essential part of the process 
and, alongside the police and the courts, 
should be working to ensure that justice 
is delivered for victims of assault.

So when it turns out that these stories 
have been common knowledge in the 
industry for twenty years or so, it can 
often reflect badly on the press. People 
are apt to ask why they have let this go 
unreported for so long. How they could 
let it go unreported for so long.

For our part, we’ve tried – as far as the 
law will permit us – to talk about this 
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sort of thing. In Weinstein’s case, since 
about 2002 (and longtime readers of 
Popbitch probably weren’t surprised to 
see Gwyneth Paltrow’s name in the list 
of women who spoke out about their 
experience this week).

We’ve still had to tread pretty lightly 
though, so we can tell you what some of 
the difficulties are.

A lot of these stories existed as second-
hand rumours. Talk between actresses. 
Talk between junior movie execs. Talk 
between disgruntled assistants and studio 
rivals.

None of that makes the substance of their 
stories any less true, of course, but if you 
plan on reporting a second-hand rumour, 
then you risk a number of things:
– You risk getting yourself sued to high 
heaven
– You risk being lambasted for engaging 
in gutter journalism
– You risk aggravating the suffering of a 
reclusive victim
– You risk destroying the reputation of an 
innocent person
– You risk making the wrong sort of 
enemy
– You risk making the wrong sort of ally
– You risk becoming the focus of a thousand 
thinkpieces about the dire failings of the 
modern media
– You risk your credibility

If, however, you choose not to run these 
rumours, then you leave yourself open 
to attacks of a different nature. You are 
accused of inaction. Of allowing monsters 
to flourish. The blood is on your hands. You 

didn’t do enough to bring these people to 
justice sooner.

And even when you offer up what seems 
like absolutely watertight reporting, like 
the New York Times and the New 
Yorker did, the criticism still rolls in: “Why 
are we only just learning this now?”

It was true with Harvey Weinstein, and it 
was also true of Bill Cosby. Of Roger Ailes. 
Of Donald Trump. Of Terry Richardson. Of 
R Kelly. Of Jimmy Savile. Of any number 
of the ever-growing list that is worryingly 
easy to reel off.

But even when they have a first-hand 
source, there’s still a number of reasons 
why the media won’t run with all the 
stories of sexual assault they are handed. 
Some of those reasons are pragmatic 
(not having sufficient evidence to be able 
to stand the story up in court, should 
they be called upon to do so); some are 
sympathetic (knowing that a story should 
be told, but not wanting to force a victim 
to relive their trauma in public).

Others, however, are based in wilful 
blindness – and nowhere is this more 
prevalent then in entertainment 
journalism.

Blinded By The Lights

In order to report on the entertainment 
world effectively, you need to ingratiate 
yourself with the people working in it. 
Thankfully, a lot of the people in the 
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industry are extremely pleasant and 
professional. We daresay the vast majority 
of them are.

However, a handful of them are massive 
dirtbags. And sometimes it just so happens 
that, a la Weinstein, those dirtbags are the 
ones calling the shots. This means a certain 
amount of nose-pinching is required when 
going about your business.

It can be as light and inconsequential as 
pretending that a celebrity wrote a book 
that you know for a fact they definitely 
didn’t.

Most of the time, it’s things as dull as 
turning a blind eye to someone smoking, 
or doing coke, or pretending to ignore 
some ill-fated cosmetic procedure.

Other times though, it’s pitch black. It’s 
having to remain uncritical about Woody 
Allen when discussing his new film (about 
a man being seduced by a women and 
her stepdaughter) knowing all there is to 
know about Woody Allen – so as not to 
miss out on interviews with Kate Winslet, 
or Justin Timberlake.

Or it’s having to be uncritical about Louis 
CK’s new film about predatory men in the 
movie industry, ignoring the impending 
shitstorm it’s bound to unleash given the 
widespread and unaddressed allegations 
about him.

Does the principled entertainment 
journalist ignore these things and just get 
on with the job at hand? Or do they refuse 
to engage with it, even though they know 
that, in all likelihood, someone with fewer 

scruples will be drafted in to take their 
place?

It’s not always an easy compromise to 
strike – and with the ever looming threat 
of big-ticket litigation, journalists often 
find themselves falling on the safer side 
of the line.

But it is these same reporters who could 
(and should) be breaking these types of 
stories. The journalists who are rubbing 
shoulders with the major players, the 
ones for whom Hollywood scandals are 
their bread and butter, should be at the 
forefront of this stuff. And yet they aren’t. 
And to be honest, they never have been.

Why?

The implied arrangement is that if you turn 
up to the Oscars as a guest of Miramax, or 
you get paid to host a junket at Cannes, 
or you get an exclusive sit-down interview 
with the star of a Weinstein vehicle, then 
you go easy. You don’t bite the hand that 
feeds you.

And to an extent, that’s just good manners. 
You don’t turn up to a dinner party only 
to spend the whole evening calling your 
host a cunt (certainly not if you ever want 
to get invited back).

But if the host is a cunt – and, what’s 
more, you know them to be a cunt – what 
can you do?

It’s simple. You don’t show up. You don’t 
take a seat at their table.

Yet too many newspapers, magazines and 



journalists are unwilling (or unable) to 
forfeit the access. They can’t turn down 
the interviews, the parties, or the chance 
to get their upcoming book optioned by 
someone like Weinstein.

The easily-offered excuse that’s always 
trotted out in this situation is: “I didn’t 
know that these rumours existed; I am 
shocked to learn of this.”

Well, if that’s true, we have news. We 
don’t believe you. No-one believes you. 
And what’s more: you absolutely fucking 
suck at your job.

If you’re a reporter attending Hollywood 
parties, if you’re spending your summer 
in Cannes, if you’re overseeing front page 
splashes and conducting double page 
interviews on movie stars and yet you 
have somehow managed to have never 
heard a single Weinstein rumour, pray tell: 
what the fuck have you been doing?

Have you never had a late night drink 
with another journalist? Never gone off 
the record for a bit with an interviewee? 
Never noticed anyone acting even the 
teensiest bit shady at a premiere?

You’ve not heard anything about any 
bad behaviour by Brett Ratner? Or Bryan 
Singer? Honestly?

Maybe you’ve relied exclusively on the 
information that the studio has provided 
and never thought to seek out your own 
stories? If so, then our commiserations: 
you have been well and truly played. You 
are a fully-working part of the machine 
that has worked so hard to prevent exactly 

these sorts of accusations from getting 
out.

But the problem extends even further 
than that. It’s not just that celebrity 
journalism is peppered with a bunch of 
unwitting patsies. There’s another type 
of vocal Weinstein detractor we need to 
keep a keen eye on.

The ones who are lambasting Weinstein 
on the one hand, while doing the exact 
same thing in their own industry.

Tricks Of The Trade

When we wrote about the copy approval 
fiasco that bubbled up in September, 
we tried to point out that some of the 
journalists who were decrying the practice 
of letting PR people interfere in an 
interview’s content pre-publication were 
themselves engaged in far worse, far less 
ethical behaviour.

In particular, we spoke about the 
journalists who refuse to engage with PRs 
who insist on copy approval, but don’t 
think twice about letting it be known that 
they’ll write much more complimentary 
features in exchange for sexual favours 
– a practice which even has its own cute 
industry nickname: “Inches For Column 
Inches”

We didn’t invent this. It’s another of those 
‘open secrets’ you hear so much about.

We have heard from certain young stars 
who say that they have been told, in explicit 
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terms, that they will get better coverage if 
they’re prepared to get their heads down. 
We’ve reported on it before, but it hasn’t 
been picked up – and it’s mainly for the 
reasons we outlined above.

The stars don’t want to be named, because 
they fear the repercussions of the press 
turning against them (or, equally, their 
management). And we have to respect 
that.

Yet without those names – without a 
source who is willing to stand up and speak 
out – we, in turn, can’t name anyone who 
has made an inch-for-inch offer. Because 
if we tried, in all likelihood we would be 
slapped with legal papers before the hour 
was out.

So we do what we can. We hint and 
whisper. We nudge and wink – and we will 
continue to do so. But before we return to 
our code words, let’s just spell one last 
thing out absolutely clearly.

If you think you’re getting away with it, 
we can assure you’re not.

People know, and the tide is turning. It’s 
no coincidence that these allegations are 
cropping up with increasing frequency. 
Women (and men) across all industries 
are feeling much more confident to come 
forward with their stories.

It might take five years. It might take 
twenty. It might take longer and you 
might get lucky and die before the worst 
of it hits. But if that’s what you’re holding 
out for, you should know that you’re 
essentially following the career trajectory 

of Jimmy Savile.

And if your best hope is to become “the 
next Jimmy Savile”, you might want to 
reconsider a few things…
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